Highly efficient microfluidic sorting device for synchronizing developmental stages of *C. elegans* based on deflecting electrotaxis†
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Supplementary movie:
The movie shows the simultaneous sorting of worms cultured in a matter of days generating successive offspring at 10 V cm⁻¹.

Supplementary Fig. S1:
Deflecting electrotaxis of young adult wild type *C. elegans* and mutation in *lon-2* on the surface of an agarose gel. The angles of *lon-2* at different strengths of electric field were bigger than that of wild type worms suggesting that the deflecting electrotaxis of *C. elegans* was size-dependent. Data points denote the mean ± SEM of approach angles of 35 worms.

Supplementary Fig. S2:
Deflecting electrotaxis of young adult hermaphrodites and males. The males also showed deflecting electrotactic behaviour. More importantly, the angle of males was smaller than that of hermaphrodites under the same electric field. Data points denote the mean ± SEM of approach angles of 35 worms.
Deflecting electrotaxis of young adult wild type *C. elegans* and mutation in *lon-2* on the surface of an agarose gel. The angles of *lon-2* at different strengths of electric field were bigger than that of wild type worms suggesting that the deflecting electrotaxis of *C. elegans* was size-dependent. Data points denote the mean ± SEM of approach angles of 35 worms.
Deflecting electrotaxis of young adult hermaphrodites and males. The males also showed deflecting electrotactic behaviour. More importantly, the angle of males was smaller than that of hermaphrodites under the same electric field. Data points denote the mean ± SEM of approach angles of 35 worms.